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Fiieexperimentscomparedmemoryforwordsgen- 
erated by the subjects themselves, with the same 
words simply being presented to be read. In all 
oases, performance in the generate condition was 
superlorto thereadcondition. This hefdforcuedand 
uncued recognition, free and cued recall, and con- 
fidence ratings. Several potentially explanatory no- 
tions were considered, and their difficulties enumer- 
ated. The generation effect is real, and it poses an 
interesting interpretative problem. Fe SSCP and 
the SC/@ indicate that this paper has been cited in 
morethan220publications. makingitthemostcited 
paper published in this journal.] 
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At the end of the l9TI spring semestar, I 
regarded tha coming summer session as the 
beginning of a brand new research opportu- 
nity. My current laboratory pursuits were 
yielding diminishing returns, and I was ready 
for a change of direction. Accordingly, I devi- 
ated from the “offfcial” plan in the grant 
program statement in order to indulge my 
curiosity about another aspect of human 
verbal learning and memory. Briefly, the 
simple question that had captured my inter- 
estwaswhetherself-generatedwordswould 
be better remembered than words that were 
presented to be mad. It was a straightfomard 
empirical question, but there was no satis- 
factory systematic examination of it in the 
litemture. However, memory research inthose 
years was highly oriented toward the levels- 
of-processing approach of F.I.M. Craik and 
R.S. Lockhart,’ emphasizing the memorial 
consequences of the types of processing 
used during study. That the present ques- 
tion was broadly compatible with the spirit 
of those times may account for its ready 

The initial, seductively simple, generation 
effect has been transformed into a 
challengingly complex body of observations. 
In my opinion, no explanation capable of 
persuasively accounting in detail for all of Its 
varied manifestationsand limitations has yet 
come forth. In any event, we have learned a 
little bit more about the objective determi- 
nants of human memory. 
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I contracted the assistance of a promising 

undergraduatestudentatToronto,PeterGaf, 
for whom the job was an interesting summer 
project. (Peter later earned a PhD on this 
topic and is now an established scientist at 
the University of British Columbia.) We de- 
vised a method whereby subjects are con- 
strained to generate the same words that 
would be presented in the reading condition. 
This was necessary in order to eliminate 
idiosyncratic item-selection artifacts. It was 
done by providing a cue word, the Rrst letter 
of the to-be-generated word, and a rule of 
relation. For example, the cue “hot,” the let- 
ter “c,” and the rule “antonym,” virtually 
guaranteed generation of “cold.” lt was that 
simple. Armed with a clean way of comparing 
generated-versus-read versions of words, 
we established that the former were better 
remembered in a variety of circumstances. 
This is the generation effect. 

What started as a modest Inquiry soon 
ballooned into a veritable avalanche of ex- 
perimental articles on the phenomenon from 
laboratories around the world. It became al- 
most a fad to have a go at the generation 
effect and, above all, to explain why it hap 
pened. In the course of all this activity, the 
phenomenon became weighed down with 
complications in the form of various limiting 
conditions, as well as interesting elabora- 
tions. Our own laboratory contributed its 
share of these developments, including (1) 
there is no generation effect produced when 
nonwords are used;* (2) we confirmed that 
the memorial advantage of generating ac- 
crues even when one fails to generate the 
w~rd;~ and, (3) the effect is sensitive to the 
experimentel design employed, and it does 
not occur with bilingual materials4 
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